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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY AT KAMNOETVIDYA SCIENCE ACADEMY 

KVIS offers an advanced and specialized curriculum to grade 10–12 students. To ensure that instruction fits the 

needs of each individual student, teachers give lessons to classes of only 18 students at a time, and the school 

maintains a student-to-teacher ratio of 6:1. KVIS is designed for a total enrolment of 216 students and each year, 

after a rigorous selection process, admits only 72 high-ability students and awards them all full scholarships. 

Enabling these high-ability students to reach their full potential as researchers, inventors, and innovators  

is KVIS’s mission. In recognition of 21st century needs, the academy uses English as its primary medium  

of instruction. After receiving an education in English, KVIS students can adeptly access the global web  

of knowledge and confidently communicate and collaborate with like-minded youth from across the world.  

KVIS is in the Wang Chan Valley Research and Education Park, located in Rayong province approximately 150 

kilometers southeast of Bangkok. Situated among lush, green hills covered in fruit, palm, and rubber trees, the 

campus environment is conducive to learning and to having a high quality of life for both students and teachers. 

As part of its continuous expansion, the academy is seeking qualified teaching staff with English proficiency 

equivalent to native speakers for the following positions:  

• Physics and Astronomy Teacher (Thai or Foreigner)  1  position 

• English Language Teacher (Native speakers or Near-native speakers) 1  Position 

1. Education, Qualifications and Requirements 

Position Educational Qualifications 

1.   Physics and 

Astronomy Teacher 

1. Postgraduate Diploma, Master’s Degree (Thesis Program), or Ph.D. in 

Physics, Engineering, or equivalent. 

2. Highly fluent in English and can teach in English. 

3. Be able to teach Physics to high-ability students at the Advanced 

Placement (AP) level of the US curriculum or at the A-Level for the UK 

curriculum. 

4. Having experience at advising students on science projects would be 

advantageous. 

2.   English Language 

Teacher 

1. A Bachelor's or Master’s Degree in English, English/American Literature, 

Linguistics/Applied Linguistics, Teaching English as a Second or Foreign 

Language. 

2. A certificate/diploma in CELTA, TEFL, TESL or TESOL, EAL 

3. Evidence of being a successful teacher and/or three or more years of 

teaching experience. 

4. Experience in teaching English to non-native, secondary school students. 

5. Experience in teaching AP or IGCSE English (L2 or L1) and/or preparing 

students for the SAT, TOEFL, or IELTS tests will be advantageous. 

6. Experience in teaching academic writing is advantageous. 

2. General Qualifications 

Applicants for all positions should possess or meet the following requirements: 
2.1 Be able to work full-time and reside at the school’s residence on campus. 
2.2 Be committed to the duties of a teacher and possess the personality and characteristics of a good teacher. 
2.3 Applicants should believe in education for individuals who are gifted in science and mathematics. 

Applicants should have good knowledge and understanding of, and faith in KVIS’s ideology and goals 

for the school and for student development. 
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